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This invention relates to electric glow discharge plentiful supply of gas for replenishing gas de- 
lamps, and more particularly to lamps suitable terioration which may take place during exci- 
for use in photographic sound recording systems. tation. Forward of the anode is a flat and com- 

Various types of lamps are used in sound re- paratively wide cathode arranged to produce a 
5 cording systems for providing light for the ac- thin line of light of the proper width for sound 60 

tinism of the film. Regardless of the light source recording. I t  is inherent in discharge lamps of 
the light projected to the film is invariably in this type that a space exists between the sur- 
the forni of a thin line. In some systems a face of the cathode and the negative glow known 
so-called physical slit is used which is usually as Crookes dark space. The thickness of this 

10 brought about by the careful and costly con- dark space varies according to gas pressure and 85 
struction of laminated materials of which quartz applied voltage particularly when the cathode 
is the base. I n  order that the thin line of light consists of two plain parallel surfaces placed close 
be maintained the film is carried adjacent to together. A substantially normal dark space is 
the physical slit which procedure at times mars obtained, under the proper gas pressure, between 

15 the surface of the fllm. An objection to this each cathode wall and a central negative glow. 70 
type of slit is the rapid destruction of the quarb Under low gas pressures undesirable results are 
which is roughened and chipped by the film. often obtained in a lamp having a cathode of 

An optical slit is used in a number of sound this character since the dark space is of small 
recording systems for projecting light to the film dimension and objectionable heating is some- 

20 in a thin line. This optical slit ordinarily com- times developed. Accordingly a comparatively ?6 
prises a series of lenses for bringing the light high gas pressure is ordinarily maintained to ob- 
to the proper intensity, an intermediate physical tain satisfactory results. The dark space here- 
slit and a second series of lenses for projecting inafter referred to is of adequate dimension for 
light to the film. This arrangement is not sub- obtaining the results described. The dimensions 

25 ject to deterioration. Difficulty is, however, ex- between the upper and lower wails of the cathode 80 
perienced in obtaining light of the proper in- in the discharge lamp of the present invention 
trinsic brilliance for photographic exposure on is slightly greater than two dark spaces, only 
account of the loss in the lenses, particularly sufEcient room being allowed for a thin line of 
when the original brilliance of the light source negative glow which is pinched between the upper 

30 is low. and lower dark spaces. A window made of quartz 86 
The object of this invention is, therefore, to or other suitable material is set in the end of 

create a light source of variable intensity, ca- the cathode furthest from the anode in order 
pable of modulation by sound currents, of such to permit the light from the negative glow to be 
dimensions that i t  may be directry projected onto projected on to an adjacent object. 

35 a film, and of sufficient intrinsic brilliance to The thickness of the cathode a t  the window 90 
provide proper photographic exposure. end is diminished to less than two minimum dark 

A further object is in the provision of an spaces and may be diminished to approximately 
electric discharge lamp having one of its elec- the thickness of the negative glow. This is done 
trodes so shaped and disposed as to form a part for the purpose of establishing a dark space a t  

40 of the gas envelope and having a window in one this end of the cathode for keeping the negative 05 
of said electrodes to permit the utilization of glow a given distance away from the window to 
the light produced by the luminous discharge. minimize the gathering of cathode discharge ma- 

A further object of this invention is to create terial on the inner surface of the window. Such 
a light source in an  electric discharge lamp in deposit is substantially eliminated by slanting 

45 uWch the light is so shaped that substantially the cathode surfaces toward the window. It is 100 
all of said light is useful and may be projected well-known that the cathode discharge drives in 
as originated, this light being of small glow area a straight line toward the negative glow. Thus, 
which is more sensitive to modulation and there- with the cathode walls slanted toward the win- 
fore requires less amplification of the modulat- dow, the cathode discharge is driven through the 

50 ing currents for a given result. end space toward the glow and away from the 105 
One embodiment of the invention comprises Window. While the space adjacent to the cathode 

an  electric discharge lamp so constructed that walls is known as a dark space, it is transparent 
the cathode forms a part of the gas envelope. and light from the negative glow may be re- 
The remaining portion of the envelope contain- flected from the walls. Therefore, the narrowing 

55 ing the anode is of sufficient size to include a of the width of the cathode a t  the end has the 110 
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added advantage of mbimkh~g slant light reflec- the cathode glow to the slot formed by semi- 
tions from the side walls of the cathode which, circular elongated parts 13 and 14. The lavite 
if permitted, would cause the projection of a light disc 26 is slotted at 29 and 34 for supports 18 and 
greater in width than the width of the negative 19 which are sweated to the nickel collar 22. 
glow. The disc is thus firmly held in place and pre- 80 

Electric discharge lamps of this character are vented from turning. A portion of the reentrant 
used for sound film recording systems which re- stem 27 is flattened at 28 for receiving and seal- 
quire the actinism of only a certain portion of ing the leading-in wire and anode supports 21, 16 
the film upon each exposure as  controlled by a and 17. The flattened portion 28 of the reentrant 
Particular sound vol~me and frequency. Ordi- stem is best shown in Fig. 2. The anode supports 85 
narily the thickness of the light beam for the 16 and 17 are preferably made of nickel and weld- 
actinism of a film is controlled by devices which ed with platinum. Support 17 is connected to 
are attached to the camera or recording machine. the copper leading-in wire 21. The electrical con- 
Since the construction of this electric discharge nection for the cathode may be made external 

16 lamp is such that the thickness of light beam is at  any point on the cathode wall or to a jack go 
of the desired dimensions for sound track record- such as 80 into which the cathode may be plugged. 
ing, and since the intensity of light may be varied A soldered connection is shown at 33 to a copper 
by sounds of different volume and frequency, the wire 32, which is extended to the base of the lamp. 
foregoing devices of the camera or recording ma- The alternate methods of electrical connection to 

20 Chine are unnecessary and may therefore be elim- the cathode direct or to the jack 00 are shown in QC; 
hated. The camera or recording machine may be Fig. 5. 
equipped with a heat dissipating receptacle in The enclosing vessel or envelope of which the 
the form of a socket or jack for holding the pres- cathode is a pad, contains a filling of inert 
ent discharge tube in place with the window adja- monatomic gas, such as helium, argon or neon, or 

26 cent to the film. If desired, the socket or jack a mixture of monatomic gas and a small quantity 100 
may be used as one of the terminals of the excit- of an  easily iodzed diatomic gas such as nitrogen, 
ing circuit of the lamp. hydrogen or oxygen combined in a manner to give 

The features of the invention will be better the desired actinic qualities. 
understood from the illustrated embodiment in The sectional view of the cathode illustrated - 

30 which:- in Fig. 1 discloses a long an6 narrow space 30 105 
Fig. 1 is a sectional view of the electric dis- for the cathode glow. When the proper voltage 

charge lamp showing the related position of the is applied to the terminals connected to leading- 
electrodes and the long, narrow inner portion of in wires 21 and 32, a line or sheet of glow extends 
the cathode; nearly the entire length of the space 30 which 

Fig. 2 is a sectional plan view of the electric provides a light of great depth, which contributes 1 1 ~  
36 discharge lamp shown in Fig. 1; greatly to the brilliance of the light projected 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the cathode parts; through winclow 15. The inner walls of the 
Fig. 4 an end view of the lamp at  the cathode cathode, parts 13 and 14, are brought together 

end; and at  the forward end as shown at  31, in order to 
Fig. 5 is a view of the electric discharge lamp prevent the glow from reaching the quartz win- 1-15 

*O associated with a recording camera. dow 15. As previously brought out the distance 
m e  invention is disclosed particularly for use between the inner walls of the cathode is only 

in sound picture recording systems. Referring great enough to accommodate a thin line of glow 
to the drawing, the electrode discharge device in which exists between two dark spaces in align- 

46 one embodiment as shown in Fig. 1 comprises = ment with the inner walls of the active cathode. 120 
enclosing vessel made partly of glass and partly At the forward end of the cathode a dark space 
of metal. The main body 23 of the enclosing ves- also e~iSts jUSt to the rear of the window, since 
sel or envelope is made of glass with a reentrant the distance between the walls is diminished 
tube as shown at 27 through which the leading-in below the minimum dimension for two dark 

60 wire 21 for the anode is carried ahd sealed therein. spaces. The cathode discharge from the for- 125 
The metal portion of the enclosing vessel corn- ward end oZ the cathode walls is thus directed to- 
prises a metal cap 25 fltted over the forward part ward the glow which starts a t  a point where the 
of the glass portion of the enclosing vessel and distance between the walls is slightly greater than 
sealed thereto a t  24 by a process such as dis- two dark spaces. - A further reason for diminish- 

6P closed in patent 1,294,466, isslled to W. G. How. ing the size of the cathode at 31 i s  to eliminate the 130 
keeper, February 18,1919. The metal portion of projection of light rays reflected from the inner 
the enclosing vessel further comprises an  active walls of the cathode. Thus a thin line or sheet of 
cathode portion which extends forward from the bght without reflections and of considerable 
metal cap 25 and is fastened thereto or made a depth is projected through window 15. 

a part thereof. A window 15 is sealed into the for- BY referring to Fig. 2 the width of the cathode 1% 
ward end of the cathode which completes the and therefore the approximate length of the line 
enclosing vessel. of glow may be seen. This width may be ap- 

The related position of the electrodes is as proximately the length of the sound track. 
shown in Pigs. 1 and 2. The anode 10 is formed The ~0nstru~tion of the cathode as herein dis- 
in a cylinder preferably of nickel. The anode is closed is best shown in Fig. 3 which is a cross- 140 
made in order to be out of the light line Section Of the cath*e showing the shape of the 
of the cathode opening. As previously stated the opening 30, the cylmdrical portion 11 and the 
cathode extends forward from the metal cap semi-circular parts 13 and 14. These semi-circu- 
in the form of a plug and is disclosed as being lar parts are sweated to the inner wall of the 

l o  composed of a metal cylinder or tube 11, two metal cylinder 11. The slot 30 is shaped in the 145 
semi-circular elongated metal parts 13 and 14 semi-circular parts 13 and 14 before said parts 
and the quartz window 15. Between the for- are sweated to cylinder 11. While a specific 
ward en& of the glass envelope is a lavite disc 26 method of constructing the cathode has been 
which covers the inner surface of the metal cap shown, i t  should be borne in mind that this 

28 25 to make this surface non-active and restrict cathode can be constructed by shaping a tube 150 



to proper dimensions and in many different ways ment may be used without departing from the 
for commercial use without departing from the spirit of the invention. 
spirit of the invention. While only one method of construction has 

Referring now to Pig. 4, the opening 35 in the been disclosed for the electric discharge lamp, it 
end of the cathode directly behind the window is of course understood that various other struc- 80 
15 is shown. The window 15 may be a fused tural modifications may be made without depart- 
quartz window soft-soldered or otherwise sealed ing from the scope of the invention. 
to the cathode parts 13 and 14 and the inner wall The dimensions of the glow discharge space in 
of the cylindrical tube 11. the cathode will be proportioned in accordance 

Referring now to Fig. 5, the electric discharge with the dimensions and intensity of the light 85 
lamp may be seen associated with a recording desired to be developed. In the drawing these , 
camera of conventional design in which a film dimensions, for clearness of Illustration, are 
is carried before a picture lens and thence past shown exaggerated. 
a point at which sound recording takes place by What is claimed is: 
a toothed sound sprocket such as shown at 52, 1. An electric discharge lamp having an elec- 90 
with a guide roller 53 for maintaining the film trode so shaped and disposed as t o  form a part 
in position on the sprocket. A device of conven- of the gas envelope, and a transparent window 
tional design is shown at 51 for maintaining the in said electrode to permit utilization of the light 
film in position a t  the point at  which sound re- produced by the luminous discharge of said elec- 
cording takes place. The camera wall is shown trode. 95 
a t  50. The cathode window of the electric dis- 2. An electric discharge lamp having an elec- 
charge lamp may be positioned as close to the trode constructed to form a part of the gas en- 
film as required for sound recording. A pref- velope and comprising two elongated opposed 
erable arrangement, however, is to provide a surfaces close together to confine a glow light 
fixed position for the lamp with the cathode produced by discharge from said electrode to  a 100 
plug inserted in the receptacle or jack 80 and with single thin sheet. 
cap 25 abutting the surface of jack 80 as shown 3. An electric discharge lamp having an elec- 
in Fig. 5. The cathode window is thus held in trode constructed to form a part of the gas en- 
proper relation to the Alm. velope and comprising two elongated opposed 

Jack 80 is fastened to the camera wall 50 by surfaces close together to confine a glow light 105 
screws 82 and 83. This jack is provided with produced by discharge from said electrode to a 
fins preferably of thin copper for radiating and thin sheet, and a window in said electrode 
dissipating the heat developed in the cathode. through which said sheet of light is projected. 
These fins may be circular in form or merely ex- 4. An electric discharge lamp having one elec- 
tended, from a flat surface at the top and bottom trode constructed to form a part of the gas en- 110 
of the jack. The inner surfaces of the jack are velope and a second electrode within said en- 
fitted closely to the outer surfaces of the cathode velope, said first electrode comprising two elon- 
for heat dissipating purposes and for electrical gated and comparatively wide opposed surfaces 
connection when conductor 32 is exlmnally con- close together to  confine a glow light produced 
nected as shown a t  90. by discharge from said first electrode to a thin 115 

A bracket for maintaining the lamp in POS~- and comparatively wide sheet, and a window con- 
tion is shown a t  48 attached to jack 80 a t  one forming to the shape of the electrode producing 
end and arranged with clamp 41 a t  the alter- said glow for confining the projection of said 
nate end for holding the body of the lamp. light to  a thin and comparatively long line. 
Thumb screw 42 is used for adjusting the clamp 5. An electric discharge lamp having an anode 120 
which also accommodates the aclj~stment of the and cathode, said cathode being constructed to 
lamp with relation to the film if required. A form a part of the gas envelope, said cathode 
protective encasement for the lamp is shown a t  comprising two elongated and comparatively 
45 fastened to the jack by machine scvws at 85 wide surfaces close together to conme the nega- 
and 86. This encasement is merely to prevent tive glow to a thin line or sheet. 125 
damage to the lamp or to prevent an  accidental 6. An electric discharge lamp having an anode 
change in position of the lamp through careless- and cathode, said cathode being constructed to 
ness. The encasement 45 may be constructed in form a part of the gas envelope, said cathode 
the manner of a cage with holes therein in order comprising elongated and comparatively wide 
that the slight heat developed by the lamp may inner walls close together to pinch the negative 130 
be properly dissipated. glow to a thin line or sheet between Crookes 

me anode lead-in wire 21 and the cathode dark spaces in alignment with said inner walls. 
7. An electric discharge lamp having an anode wire 32 are connected through ** and cathode, said cathode being constructed to 

the Output Of 60 and thence to form a part of the gas envelope, said cathode 135 
the microphone 61. The 60 and the comprising two elongated and comparatively 
associated circuit are or conventional design for wide opposed walls close together extending for- 
controlling the intensity of light projected by the ward from the anode b conme the negative 
electric discharge lamp in accordance with the glow light a line or sheet and project said 
volume and frequency of the sounds brought to light from the forward end of said cathode. 140 
microphone 61. A ~ 0 n ~ t a I l t  potential is impressed 8. A ,  electric discharge lamp having an anode 
upon the electrodes of the discharge lamp by and cathode, said cathode being constructed 
battery 62 under the control of sw:tch 63 which to form a part of the gas envelope, a window in 
may be regulated to include or exclude series re- one end of said cathode, said cathode being for- 
sistances 64 and 65. ward of the anode and having two elongated 145 

While this lamp gives a suffkiently intrinsic opposed walls close together to c o m e  the nega- 
illumination for. recording sound on film it tive glow to a line or sheet, and so project a line 
should be understood4hat in specific cases an of light through said window. 
optical system may be warranted between the 9. An electric discharge lamp having an anode 

75 cathode window and the film. Such an arrange- and cathode, said cathode being constructed to 160 
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form a part of the gas envelope, a window in 13. An electric discharge lamp having an anode 
the end of said cathode, the major portion of said and a flattened hollow cathode with its upper 
cathode comprising closely aligned walls to pinch and lower inner walls separated approximately 
the negative glow to a thin line or sheet between the thickness of two Crookes dark spaces and 

6 the Crookes dark spaces in alignment with its minimum negative glow for pinching out the 80 
walls, said walls being slanted a t  the window negative glow to a thin sheet and having its outer 
end to decrease the distance between wall sur- walls shaped in the form of a plug for insertion 
faces such as to prevent glow and thus provide a into a receptacle and a window a t  the end of said 
Crookes dark space a t  the window end to prevent plug cathode arranged for the projection of a 

10 discoloration of the inner side of said window. thin line of negative glow light rays from the end 85 
10. An electric discharge lamp having a metal of the cathode furthest from the anode. 

anode, a metal cathode, said cathode being con- 14. An electric discharge lamp having an  anode 
structed to form a part of the gas envelope, a and a cathode, said cathode being of flat tubular 
window in the end of said cathode furthest from construction forming a part of the gas envelope 

15 the anode, said cathode being in the form of an with a window in the end of said cathode farthest 90 
elongated rectangular tube of such dimension from the anode so that the negative glow light 
that the negative glow is pinched between rays are projected through said window. 
Crookes dark spaces aligning the inner walls of 15. An electric discharge lamp having one elec- 
said tube, said walls being slanted a t  the win- trode constructed to form a part of the gas en- 

20 dow end to  decrease the distance between wall velope, a second e!ectrode, said first electrode 95 
surfaces such as to prevent glow and thus pro- comprising two elongated surfaces close together 
vide s Crookes dark space adjacent to  the to limit the propulsion of the glow discharge from 
window. said surfaces to a short distance towards said 

11. An electric discharge lamp having an  anode second electrode and consequently to confine the 
25 and a cathode, said cathode being of flat tubular glow light between said surfaces to a single thin 100 

construction, positioned forward of the anode, to  sheet. 
pinch the negative glow produced within said 16. An electric discharge lamp having an anode 
cathode tube to a thin line or sheet and project and a cathode, said cathode being constructed to 
the light rays in the form produced by said glow form a part of the gas envelope, which envelope 

30 from the end of the cathode furthest from the comprises a large body portion and an  elongated 105 
anode. narrow slot in the cathode extending forward of 

12. An electric discharge lamp comprising a n  the large body portion, the narrow dimensions of 
anode and a flat hollow cathode of a n  approxi- the slot being between two walls of the cathode 
mate thickness between its inner walls of two to pinch the negative glow light to a single thin 

35 Crookes dark spaces and minimum negative glow sheet and a window a t  the forward end of said 110 
for pinching out the negative glow to a thin line slot. 
or sheet, and a window a t  the end of said cathode EDWIN H. SMYTHE. 
furthest from the anode. 


